
COLUMBIA MANTET CO.
I NCORPORATEO

MANUFACTURERS
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LOU$VILE, KY.

The Singing
FIRESIDE

A Ne w P ortable Fireplace
and Radio...combined

Both for the price of one



Now Gather 'Round
THE FIRESIDE

for your favorite
RADIO HOUR

No. 776 Radio Mantel

The Most Practical and Unusual
Decoratioe Feature Eaer Introduced
For years interior decorators and designers

of furniture have striven to find a departure
from the usual radio cabinet that just don't
seem to fit your room.

Now without sacrificing the beauty or the
"period" atmosphere your room expresses

comes the Columbia Radio-Mantel to even

further enhance its loveliness.

erodyne Balanced Radio-and perfection is
just about realized. Ask to see the Columbia
Radio Mantel.

DESCRIPTION
The Mantel-piece is made of selected quartered
red gum wood finished eirher in l,J7alnut color or
in Glazed Antique Ivory Enamel as illustrated.

Sizes are-Shelf 5O in., Body 48fu in., Height
45 r/a in. The doors in the center panel divide ind
slide to each side thus exposing ihe Radio Panel.
The Facing around fireplace and Hearth are of
wood Marbleized Black and Gold. The Fireplace
opening is 3o in. wide x 3o in. high and b in.
deep. The logs shown are imiration Birch and
conceal an_ingenuious_lighting device, which pro-
duces the flickering effect of a fire. The Andiions
are black finish with brass plated tops. Orher
designs of logs and andirons ian be used.

Equipped with No. 80 Philco 4 tube balanced
superheterodyne Radio with electric dynamic
sp'eaket. Operaad only witb alternating currint.

COLUMBIA PORTABLE RADIO - MANTEL



PANEL IN CENTER OF MANTEL
cLosEt)

No. 77 6 Radio Mantel

The Most Practical and (Jnusual

Decoratiue Feature Euer Introduced
For years interior decorators and designers

of furniture have striven to find a departure
from the usual radio cabinet that just don't
seem to fit your room.

Now without sacrificing the beauty or the
"period" atmosphere your room expresses

comes the Columbia Radio-Mantel to even
further enhance its loveliness.

PANEL IN CENTER OF MANTEL
OPEN

,A H"PPy Combinatiott of the
2 Most Important Horne Features

MUSIC and a FIRESIDE !

The charm of any room is heightened by an
open fire with its crackling logs and cheerful
light. This effect has been cleverly repro-
duced by a flickering light within the logs,
and when this is framed with a beautifully
designed mantel, it becomes in itself one of
the most decorative features of the room.

Now think of having built right into this
already priceless feature a PHILCO Superhet-
erodyne Balanced Radio-and perfection is
just about realized. Ask to see the Columbia
Radio Mantel.

DESCRIPTION
The Manrel-piece is made of selected quartered
red gum wood finished eirher in \Walnur-color or
in Glazed Antique Ivory Enamel as illustrated.

Sizes are-Shelf 50 in., Body 48f in., Height
1+5 % in. The doors in the cenrer panel divide ind
slide to each side thus exposing the Radio Panel.
The Facing around fireplace and Hearth are of
wood Marbleized Black and Gold. The Fireplace
opening is 30 in. wide x 30 in. high and 9 in.
deep. The logs shown are imiration Birch and
conceal an-ingenuious--lighting device, which pro-
duces the flickering effect of a fire. The Andiions
are black finish with brass plated tops. Other
designs of logs and andirons can be used.

Equipped with No. 80 Philco 4 tube balanced
superheterodyne Radio with electric dynamic
speaker. Operated only witb alternating urrint.

COLUMBIA PORTABLE RADIO - MANTEL


